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puais6ment et sans aucun
frivesgrdce au biton d6ploy6.
d'une torche et son ouverture

.&ut surprendre I'assaillant le plus

de la torche. Le systdme ESP a

ffiQ$;puxfrappes du bdton sur des surfaces trds
tES nombreuses ouvertures et fermetures. On Le miroar  se f ixe

fac i lement  a I 'ext r6mi te
t lu  b6ton d6pl i6 .  Grdce i
l u i ,  on  uo i t  b i en  dans  l e

m i ro i r  l es  ma ins  ou  l a
te te  de  l a  pe rsonne

a rmee  cachee  i  p l us  de
l 5  m  d e  d i s t a n c e

de r r i e re  I ' obs tac le

p;i$i{gi la lentille de la torche en la frappant avec un
deux coups port6s avec la partie pointue du marteau

:gl la briser. On a aussi test6 la long6vit6 des piles.
ffi, i:apr€s environ 150 heures d'6clairage ininterrompu, la
.r:B[01 6tait toujours allum6e. M6me aprds tout ce temps,

toujoun voir le visage et les mains d'un suspect ou
un escalier dans I'obscurit6 totale !

fo$ia son sptdme de fixation rapide, on peut accrocher trds
ifiJerhent et facilement l'6tui plastique sur n'importe quel ceinturon
l@lice. La construction permet de choisir n'importe quelle

du bdton sur le ceinturon, ce qui permet non seulement
saisir le manche rapidement et s0rement, mais aussi un poft

ii:.:SAB probldmes dans d'autres positions (pour s'asseoir en voiture),
g:l'l3rystdme de r6tention permet de d6gainer le b6ton en un eclair.

f luec son c l ip ,  le  bAton peut  €t re por t0:
sans etu i  a la  ceinture ou f ix6 d iscrdtemef l t

n ' importe o0 a i l leurs.

i:l -:gg 31gst6 l'6tui i fond sur un parcours tactique trds difficile. Lors
. de ces tests, les policiers ont grimp6, pass6 des obstacles et saut6

i,.. .- d'une hauteur de plus de 4 m. Le b6ton n'est jamais tomb6 et l'6tui
i:;r,.,., ;,* rest6 intact. Cet etui est muni en plus d'un verrou de s0ret6
ii , contre une perte accidentelle ou une tentative d'arrachement du
i,' . b6ton par I'adversaire.

:,':.i Cornme nbus avons pu le v6rif ier nous-mdme, ce systdme compose
;1"::'draccessoires tactiques pour les forces de I'ordre (le bdtoni 5 ' :  I  Y v u '  ' w

i:+ nr 'tdlescopique, l'6tui plastique, la torche 6lectrique et le miroir) ont
it, .66 soumis aux tests les plus durs. llensemble a r6sist6 i des
ii;' ,situations se rapprochant des conditions d'utilisation les plus rudes

,et allant largement au-deld des exigences d'utilisation ordinaires.

i:.i:rles tests pouss6s, comprenant parfois des essais de destruction,
iont 6t6 r6alises par un groupe d'experts de plusieurs secteurs de

s6curit6. Bien qu'au d6but personne ne s'attendait a quoi que
soit de passionnant, les r6sultats ont 6t6 plus que satisfaisants.
iput donc recommander i tous les professionnels qui veulent
@ir compter sur des moyens d'une extr6me fiabilit6 dans les

et dangereux, non seulement le b6ton, mais aussi tous
En cas d'urgence, ils pourraient peut-dtre un jour

d'un mauvais pas ou m6me vous sauver la vie ...
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inc l inable,  i l  maint ient  par fa i tement  le Le sgstdme breuet6 d 'accrochage d
d la ceinture. l l  peut s' instqll-t lf l ie ,eircsnstances et peut encore 6tre
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ACCESSORIES AND EQUIPMENT 
Photo archives PRO SÉCURITÉ 
 
MULTIPURPOSE SYSTEM 
 
Accessories for expandable batons ESP 
 
We have already informed the readers about products by the Czech company Euro 
Security Products (ESP) that is well known in the French market, especially as the 
manufacturer of expandable batons, tonfas and stun guns. The company owners 
continued their work on the development of new products to increase the usability of 
hardened expandable batons, and the result has been very interesting...  
 

Kurt STEINER 
 
 
Batons are not used only as striking weapons, for the techniques of detention or taking 
away respectively, anymore. Thanks to the unbelievable resistance, they could be used 
also for overcoming of obstacles – windows or doors – for getting into cars, etc. The area 
of the use has thus significantly extended, thanks to the set of new tactical accessories. 
 
Tactical mirror 
The mirrors exist in two sizes: 71mm (type M2), or 92mm (type M3). The last baton 
segment could be used as a holder for the tactical mirror. The mirror is utilised for the 
exploration of dangerous spaces, for the execution of pyrotechnical inspections in 
inaccessible places or under suspicious cars. The mirror is supplied with a nylon case 
equipped with a clip for its fitting on the belt. 
 
Electric flashlight 
The classic baton holder end could be replaced for a strong flashlight with 3 LEDs 
ensuring strong light for a long time (another big advantage is based on the fact that the 
flashlight can be used also independently). The flashlight is quite robust and resistant to 
very harsh handling, striking, and water. The front flashlight glass is of polycarbonate. 
There are two kinds of these flashlights. The Model BL01 is longer and can be used for up 
to 250 hours. The Model BL02 is the shorter one and shines up to 80 hours. The 
flashlights are equipped with nylon cases, each with a clip.  
 
Baton holder of heavy-duty plastics / fast belt fitting  
There has been a special holder made of plastics developed for the professionals - SH-21 
(SuperHolder) determined for the batons 16“, 18“, and 21". The holder is equipped with a 
special belt fitting system that has been patented worldwide (in Europe, USA, China, and 
Russia). The special fitting system allows for the holder fitting on a belt by one hand only – 
without the need to take the belt off. The holder also allows for the adjustment of the baton 
position towards the belt, according to the user’s needs. The special baton positioning 
system allows for fast release of the baton without the risk of its loss by dropping. The 
holder also allows for the fast sliding of the baton back into it either in its open or closed 
state and this is very important for the fast freeing of hands after the execution of an 
action. The belt fitting system, which can be adjusted for belts of different widths, could be 
also used independently for any other kind of leather holders determined for expandable 
batons, tonfas and weapons. 
 
 



The clip for a concealed baton carriage 
The baton grip allows for the fitting of a metal clip that makes a concealed baton carriage 
possible, e.g. inside a pair of pants (the baton cannot drop down, thanks to the clip). 
 
 

The hardened expandable baton ESP also improves its operating possibilities, thanks to 
the well thought through and tough holder made of plastics  

that is much more practical than soft nylon holders. 
 

They are the accessories used by a number of elite and special forces. 
 

The flashlights with LEDs provide for strong light 
and they are very resistant, their long 

shining time is extraordinary. 
 

The complete ESP system: Mirrors M2 and M3, flashlights BL01 and BL02, 
the adjustable holder SH-21 made of heavy-duty plastics, clips for the 

hidden baton carriage, and the flashlight case. The baton has got 
the flashlight fitted on its end and the clip for the hidden carriage.  

 
The clip can be used also for the simple fitting of a baton on the belt, to save space.  
 
Additional hand-straps 
Expandable batons of the ExB kind are supplied also with additional hand-straps for the 
baton wrist wearing. This strap could be easily added to the end piece, which is screwed 
on the baton grip. Batons can thus be used with the strap or without it, according to the 
need. The strap can be used also in combination with the flashlight BL01, or BL02. 
 
 
Test results 
As we could verify by ourselves, the tactical mirror is a very practical and usable 
accessory. The mirrors are manufactured in two sizes: The larger mirror for the usual 
service and the smaller one for a hidden carriage. The fitting of the mirrors on the baton‘s 
end is very fast, thanks to the well thought through and simple system. The mirror did not 
get lost even during fast baton movements. The protection nylon pouch serves for the 
transport. Thanks to the clip, the pouch can be fitted anywhere on the belt, or on the 
tactical vest. This product by ESP has been already used by many members of special 
military and Police units. With the help of the mirror, you can easily verify the critical angle, 
to find about the attacker’s position, to execute a pyrotechnical inspection under a 
suspicious vehicle, or to inspect inaccessible places in a building (also in the combination 
with the LED flashlight). These possibilities are utilised by many forces of fast reaction and 
members of special missions abroad. 
The electric LED flashlight, manufactured by ESP, can be easily fitted in few seconds on 
the end piece of an expandable baton. The three LED diodes provide for the unbelievable 
intensity of light that make more detailed exploration of dangerous places, vehicles, or 
people easier. We have verified, during a simulated night control of a suspicious person, 
that the light not only shined well, but it could also blind and disorient the controlled 
person. During repeated experiments, when we were attacked by an assailant, we could 
protect ourselves with the fully extended baton easily and without a hassle. The baton in 
its closed position really looks like a torch and its fast opening, with the consequent strike, 
can surprise even the most experienced attacker. 



We have also verified the flashlight resistance in detail. The ESP system withstood without 
any damage the baton strikes against a hard surface, and also frequent repeated openings 
and closings of the baton. We tried to break the flashlight glass by a hammer: We did not 
succeed in breaking it even with strikes by the sharp hammer end. We also verified the 
battery life. Unbelievable: BL01 still shone after about 150 hours of permanent use. Even 
after that long time of the use, we could recognise the face and hands of the suspicious 
person, or to see on the staircase in the absolute darkness! 
Thanks to the fast fitting, allowed by the baton holder made of plastics, we could fit the 
baton fast and easily on any belt used by Police. The holder construction allows for the 
baton, carried on the belt, to be positioned at any angle allowing not only for fast and safe 
baton hold, but also for its hassle-free carriage in different positions (e.g. when getting into 
a car). The positioning system allows also for extremely fast release of the baton. We 
tested the holder within the very difficult tactical assault course. Policemen climbed and 
got over different obstacles, or jumped down from the height exceeding 4 metres during 
the tests. The baton never dropped out and the holder did not get damaged. This holder 
was also equipped with the positioning safety catch preventing any accidental loss of the 
baton, or its release from the holder by the adversary. 
 
Very reliable system 
As we could experience by ourselves, this set of the tactical accessories determined for 
the law and order forces (the expandable baton, the holder made of plastics, the electric 
flashlight, and the mirror) went through the very demanding tests. The set, as a whole, 
resisted to situations very close to the harshest conditions far exceeding the requirements 
of the usual usage. The demanding tests, which included also destruction attempts, were 
conducted by a group of experts from different sectors of law and order forces. Nobody at 
the beginning expected anything extraordinary, but the test results were more than 
satisfactory. We thus can recommend all professionals, who wish to have extraordinary 
reliable tools for demanding and dangerous situations, getting not only the baton itself, but 
also all its accessories. They, may be, help you one day to get out of a dangerous 
situation, or to save even your life…  
 

The holder of tough plastics allows for adjustments, holds the baton well under any 
circumstances perfectly, and the baton can be secured in 

also with a special safety catch. 
 

The mirror could be easily fitted on the end piece of an opened baton. Thanks to this, you 
can see well the hands or the head of an armed person at the distance exceeding 15m 

hidden behind an obstacle. 
 
 

The baton equipped with the clip could be carried without its holder under the belt, 
or hidden fixed anywhere else. 

 
The patented system of the plastic holder fitting on a belt. The holder could be fitted on a 

belt by one hand, while it allows for different belt widths. 
 




